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Abstract
Weconsider simplemean field continuummodels forfirst order liquid–liquid demixing and solid–
liquid phase transitions and showhow theMaxwell construction at phase coexistence emerges on
going fromfinite-size closed systems to the thermodynamic limit. The theories considered are the
Cahn–Hilliardmodel of phase separation, which is also amodel for the liquid-gas transition, and the
phase field crystalmodel of the solid–liquid transition.Our results show that states comprising the
Maxwell line depend strongly on themean density with spatially localized structures playing a key role
in the approach to the thermodynamic limit.

1. Introduction

In this paper we revisit the topic of equilibrium first order phase transitions and elaborate on the origin of the
famousMaxwell or ‘equal areas’ construction that applies in the thermodynamic limit (TL), i.e. for infinite
systems. In particular, we examine in detail how this construction emerges as the system size becomes larger and
larger, thereby gaining additional insight into this construction. According to Ehrenfest’s classification, a first
order phase transition is characterized by the appearance of a discontinuity in afirst derivative of the free energy
with respect to some thermodynamic variable, e.g. for the solid–liquid phase transition, the derivative with
respect to pressure becomes discontinuous, implying a jump in the density. For a second order transition allfirst
derivatives are continuous and a discontinuity occurs in second derivatives.Moremodern classifications define
first order transitions as transitions that involve latent heat or as transitions where an order parameter changes
discontinuously [1, 2].

At afirst order phase transition two different phases (e.g. a gas and a liquidwith distinct densities) can coexist
and the characteristics of the coexisting states can be calculated by performing theMaxwell construction on the
relevant thermodynamic quantity plotted as a function of the order parameter. This can for example be the
pressure as a function of the volume or an appropriate free energy specified by the constraints on the system,
such as conservation of particle number atfixed volume, or similar. Strictly speaking, theMaxwell construction
is only valid in the TL. Likewise, the related discontinuities only arise in this limit (i.e. at infinite system size and
particle number) and at equilibrium, after all transients have decayed. The equilibrium states and their
transitions are then represented in the formof state diagrams showing various thermodynamic quantities as a
function of a relevant control parameter and phase diagrams that show the location of the various stable phases
in two- or higher-dimensional parameter space.
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However, in a systemoffinite size orwhen afinite time horizon is considered,metastable states often play an
important role and even unstable statesmay be crucial, as transient states, for extended time periods. The full set
of states and their dependence on the various control parameters is conveniently presented in the formof
bifurcation diagrams, well known in the context of dynamical systems and pattern formation theory [3–5]. The
place of thermodynamic phase diagrams is taken by ‘morphological phase diagrams’ or state diagrams and
stability diagrams [3, 4, 6]. The notion of aMaxwell point is often used in the context of pattern formation in
nonconserved systems [7–11] to indicate equal energy states because of its dynamical significance [12, 13]. In this
context this notion applies equally tofinite and infinite systems [7, 8] although forfinite systems it lacks the
thermodynamic relevance as the condition for phase coexistence. In the context of buckling the corresponding
concept is theMaxwell load [14].

In this paperwe show and discuss how the discontinuities in the TL represented by theMaxwell construction
arise from the bifurcation diagrams relating stable,metastable and unstable steady states infinite-size systems.
We focus on two systems: (i) phase decomposition of a binary liquidmixture and (ii) the liquid to crystalline
solid phase transition.We investigate the transitions that occur in the context of themost basicmean-field
continuummodels for these two different phase transitions, namely, the Cahn–Hilliard equation [15–17] and
the phasefield crystal (PFC)model (or conserved Swift–Hohenberg equation) [18–20].

Some aspects related to this question have been considered previously, in particular in relation to the nature
of some of the states that can arise infinite-size systems in the two-phase region. References [21–24] describe
theory and computer simulation results for atomisticmodels exhibiting gas-liquid, liquid-hexatic and hexatic-
solid phase transitions that indicate how theMaxwell construction develops as the system size increases or the
temperature decreases. For example, figures 3–5 of [23] compareMonte-Carlo computer simulation results in a
finite three-dimensional domain (see alsofigures 2 and 3 of [22])with the results from a capillary drop type
model, also in afinite domain, with amean-field expression for the chemical potentialμ(ρ), where ρ is the
average density, and describe their dependence on system size and temperature. These results reveal the
emergence offive plateaus inμ(ρ)with increasing ρ, corresponding to states referred to as drop, column, sheet/
gap, columnar hole, and spherical hole states. This work is reviewed and further discussed in [25]; see alsofigure
2 of [21] formolecular dynamics simulation results for liquid-hexatic and hexatic-solid phase transitions in a
two-dimensional domain.Note that such computer simulations are able to capture allfluctuation effects,
although they are normally unable to determine unstable ormetastable states. They cannot, therefore, be
employed to determine complete bifurcation diagrams that are the aim of our contribution. Reference [26]
presents results similar to the simulations, albeit with fewer states, obtained viamean-fieldmodels for liquid–
liquid phase decomposition (their figure 2 givesμ(f0), wheref0 is the average concentration) and dewetting of a
thin liquidfilm (their figure 3 givesλ(h0), where h0 is themeanfilm height andλ plays a similar role toμ, i.e. that
of a Lagrangemultiplier) in two-dimensional domains.

A system that can be found inmany different states is considered in [27]. This paper investigates the
influence of external loading on a nano-slab of nickel,modeling individual atoms via an interatomic potential
from [28]. Employing continuation techniques the authors followminima andmaxima of the potential energy
landscape as a function of the applied loading and relate the immensemultitude of states that result to the
apparently random response of the nanostructures to the applied load. Like ourwork here, this study illustrates
the utility of continuationmethods in complex systems.

This paper is structured as follows: in section 2we introduce theCahn–Hilliard and PFCmodels as well as
the numerical approach used to obtain the bifurcation diagrams that form themain contribution of this work.
The subsequent section, section 3.1, summarizes the basic thermodynamics of phase decomposition, followed
by a discussion of the decomposition of a binarymixture in one spatial dimension (1D, section 3.2). Section 3.3
extends this discussion to two dimensions (2D), highlighting the influence of the various intermediate
planforms. This is followed by a brief summary of the phase diagrams for crystallization in 1D and 2D
(section 4.1)with a detailed study of the approach to the TL presented in section 4.2 (1D) and section 4.3 (2D).
Thefinal section, section 5, contains a brief conclusion and provides an outlook for furtherwork.

2.Model equations andnumerical approach

2.1. Cahn–Hilliardmodel
TheCahn–Hilliardmodel corresponds to the simplest phenomenological macroscopicmean-field continuum
model for the dynamics of liquid–liquid demixing and also phase separation in binary alloys. It combines aspects
of the Landau theory of phase transitions with linear nonequilibrium thermodynamics andmay be derived via
Onsager’s variational principle, i.e. byminimizing the Rayleighianwith respect to the relevantfluxes (see [29]
and also the appendix of [30]) or fromdynamical density functional theory (DDFT) on truncating a gradient
expansion of the free energy and assuming themobility is constant over the range of densities of interest [31].
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TheCahn–Hilliard equation can bewritten in the formof conserved gradient dynamics for a scalar order
parameter fieldf [16, 32]

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥· ( ) [ ] ( )f f

d f
df

� �¶ = Q
F

, 1t

whereQ(f) is a positivemobility function (not relevant for steady states), and the underlying free energy
functional is [17]
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whereV is the domain volume and dx is a volume element inV. Here, thefieldf(x, t) corresponds to a local
concentration, i.e. a scaled linear combination of local particle number densities. The first term in (2) captures
the energetic cost of interfaces (κ�0) and the local free energy density is the double-well potential

( ) ˜ ( )f f f= +f
a b

2 4
, 32 4

obtained onmaking a Taylor expansion of the true potential about the critical point [33]. Here b> 0while the
parameter ã can change sign.We denote the temperature at the critical point asTc andwrite ˜ ( )= -a a T Tc ,
a> 0. The critical concentration isfc= 0.Note that, for uniform concentration systems, the free energy is just
expression (3)multiplied by the volume.

Approximating themobilityQ by a constantQc, proportional to the diffusion coefficient, one obtains from
equation (1) the standard formof theCahn–Hilliard equation [16]

[ ] [ ˜ ] ( )f k f k f f f¶ = - D D - ¶ = - D D - -fQ f Q a b . 4t c c
3

The term in the square brackets represents (in general, in nonequilibrium) a nonuniform chemical potential that
ismade up of an interfacial contribution proportional to the LaplacianΔf and the local term∂f f (f).

To study steady states, i.e. time-independent uniformor nonuniform concentration profiles, we set∂tf= 0
in equation (4) and obtain after two integrations

( ) ( )k f f mD - ¶ + =f f 0, 5

where the integration constantμ represents a Lagrangemultiplier to enforce the constraint that the average
concentration ( )òf f= x xd

V V0
1 takes a specified value. This constraint reflects the fact that the total number

of particles of each of the two species in the binarymixture is separately conserved. This conservation stems from
the formof the dynamics in equation (1). In the followingf0 is used as the relevant control parameter for
obtaining stationary solutions. The integration constant after the first integration is set to zero as appropriate for
systemswith noflow across the boundaries. See, e.g. [34–36] for situationswhere this condition is not fulfilled.
We note in passing that in situationswhere the total concentration is not controlled, the parameterμ becomes a
relevant control parameter representing an external field or imposed chemical potential. However, this changes
the properties of the associated bifurcation diagram [26]. Strictly speaking,μ is actually a scaled chemical
potential difference, since the local concentrationf is a scaled difference in the local densities, although below
we refer to it simply as the chemical potential.

Note that the Cahn–Hilliardmodel can also be thought of as a simplemodel for gas-liquid phase separation;
in this case the order parameterf represents a scaled density change from its critical value.

2.2. PFCmodel
The conserved Swift–Hohenberg equationwith cubic nonlinearity, also known as the PFCmodel [19, 37],
provides the simplest phenomenologicalmicroscopicmean-field continuumdescription of the dynamics of the
transition between a liquid state and a crystalline state. This local (i.e. partial differential) equationmay be
derived from a truncated gradient expansion in theDDFTdescription of an undercooled systemundergoing
crystallization [19, 38–40]. The governing equation also takes the formof conserved gradient dynamics for a
scalar order parameter fieldf, as in equation (1), this timewith the underlying free energy functional
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that has higher order spatial derivatives than theCahn–Hilliard free energy functional (2). The above two forms
of the free energy are related by partial integrations with appropriate boundary conditions. Note that the
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coefficient of ∣ ∣f 2 is nownegative and so favors gradients in the order parameter, while the system is
regularized by the strictly positive higher order term that limits the steepness of the variations inf. The
parameter q represents the dominant wave number and r is the undercooling. Thismodel has a critical point at
rc= 0,fc= 0, and so is expected to fail before this point is reached [38]: in experiments the freezing transition
isfirst order. The origin of this failure lies in the approximationsmade in deriving the PFC, but for r=rc the
PFCmodel provides a qualitatively correct description of the freezing transition region. The resulting kinetic
equation is of sixth order

[ ( ) ] ( )f f f f¶ = D + + D +Q r q , 7t c
2 2 3

andwe refer to this conserved Swift–Hohenberg equation as the PFCmodel. HereQc again represents a constant
mobility. Other sign conventions aswell as other nonlinearities are discussed, e.g. in [19, 20, 41, 42]. As before,
steady states of (7) are studied by setting∂tf= 0. After two integrations we obtain

( ) ( )f f f m+ + D + =r q , 82 2 3

where the integration constantμ again represents a Lagrangemultiplier for particle number conservation, i.e.
the chemical potential. Thus, the steady states of the PFC equation correspond to steady states of a nonconserved
Swift–Hohenberg equation.However, the chemical potentialμ plays an important role through the properties
of the associated bifurcation diagram [20, 26] unlessμ is set to zero as appropriate for studies of the
nonconserved system [8, 43].

2.3. Numerical approach
For both of themodels studied here, the Cahn–Hilliard and the PFC equations, we are only interested in the
various possible steady states and their bifurcations. Branches of steady state solutions are determined using
pseudo-arclength path continuation techniques [26, 44, 45] employing the packages AUTO07 [46, 47] for the
Cahn–Hilliard equation in 1D and PDE2PATH [48, 49] for theCahn–Hilliard equation in 2D. The latter is used
for the PFCmodel in both 1D and 2D. In the 2D case, we choose numerical domains �num, onwhichwe apply
the continuationmethod, that are fractions of the physical domain � shown in thefigures. This fraction is
determined by the symmetry of the state considered. This procedure lowers the computational cost, but the
results of the accompanying numerical linear stability analysis have to be interpretedwith care as only
perturbations fulfilling the assumed symmetries are admitted. As a result bifurcations that break the symmetry
of the state are not detected.

In particular, in section 3we employ theCahn–Hilliard equation to study liquid–liquid phase
decomposition in 1D and 2Ddomainswith periodic boundary conditions. Consequently the critical domain
size is defined as Lc= 2π/q+ with q+ being the upper limitingwave number of the band ofwave numbers with
positive growth rate in the linear regime. For all calculations, equation (5) is rescaled such that q+ = 1, i.e.
Lc= 2π. In section 3.3we consider states on a square domainwith periodic boundary conditions. For large
domainswe use an adaptivemesh to guarantee the convergence of the results and improve computational
performance. Since the drop and stripe states under consideration fulfill reflection symmetry in both directions,
the calculation is done on one quarter of the physical domain imposing no-flux boundary conditions.
Furthermore, in the case of stripe states we use the translation invariance of these states in one direction and
directly calculate the associated branches in the 1D system.However, this procedure fails to capture the linear
stability of the stripe state with respect to transverse perturbations. Instead, we use the branches ofmodulated
stripes that connect translation-invariant stripe and drop states obtained in 2D calculations to deduce the full
linear stability properties of the translation-invariant stripes.

In section 4we employ the PFC equation to consider crystallization in 1D and 2D.Here, the critical
domain size is defined as Lc= 2π/qwith q representing the dominant wave number, where themaximal growth
ratefirst crosses zero, i.e. at the instability onset. Themodel is scaled so that q= 1 and therefore once again
Lc= 2π. In section 4.3we analyze localized and periodic states with hexagonal symmetry (see, e.g.figure 12
below). This allows us to use a numerical domain �num defined as a 1/12 angular section (angles from0 toπ/6)
of � with no-flux boundary conditions. This implies that we impose aπ/3 rotational symmetry on the states
considered aswell as reflection symmetry with respect to themedian lines. At small amplitude the periodic
hexagonal states can be thought of as resulting from the superposition of three harmonicmodes, all with the
samewave number q= 1 but orientations rotated by 2π/3. In this case it ismore convenient to characterize the
domain size by the length of the hexagon side. The critical side length for pattern formation is

( )p p= =L L cos 6 4 3c
h

c , i.e. n peaksfit along one side of a hexagonal domainwith side length =L nLh c
h.

In section 4.3we also consider hexagonal front states on a rectangular domainwith periodic boundary
conditions. A hexagonal structure on a rectangular domain is composed of rhombi invariant under translations
by 2Lc in the x direction and by ( )L2 3 c in the y direction. To discuss hexagonal front states we choose
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= ´� L Lx y
num num num with · · p= = =L N L N L N2 4x x

num c
c for differentN and

fix ( ) p= = =L L L2 3 4 3y y
num c

c .
Since theCahn–Hilliard andPFCmodels are both continuity equations andwe only consider steady states

with periodic or no-flux boundary conditions, we can use the integrated equations (5) and (8), respectively.
There are then two possibilities for studying the dependence of the various steady states on themean
concentrationf0 [26]. Direct continuation in the control parameterf0 is incorporated through an integral
condition. This additional equation forces the use of an additional free parameter (the Lagrangemultiplierμ)
which is adapted as part of the continuation procedure. Alternatively, the parameterμ is employed directly as a
control parameter without the need to include any further condition on the continuation procedure. However,
an integral has to be evaluated at eachμ in order to determine the corresponding solutionmeasuref0. The two
approaches lead to the same set of steady states, although their arrangement into solutions branches depends on
which parameter is used as the control parameter. This reflects the different stability properties obtained
through the different procedures (see conclusion of [20]). Here, only thefirst approach results in the correct
stability properties corresponding to the original conserved dynamics described by equations (4) and (7),
respectively. In contrast, the second approach allows for perturbations which alter themean concentration at
fixed imposed chemical potential (e.g. via an external reservoir), a situation that does not correspond to
conserved dynamics.

3. Liquid–liquid phase decomposition

3.1. Phase behavior
First, we review the phase behavior of a binarymixture as described by the free energy (2).Weminimize F[f]
under the constraint offixed total number of particles, i.e. atfixedmean concentrationf0. This is equivalent to
requiring the grand potential

[ ] [ ] ( ) ( )ò òf f m f wW = - ºF x x xd d 9

to beminimal.We consider passing to the TL, i.e. the limit of taking the system volumeV= Ld to infinity,
where d is the dimension of the system,whilst proportionally increasing the particle number, so thatf0 remains
constant as the limit is taken. In the TL the contribution to the free energy due to any interfaces can be neglected,
since their contribution scales as Ld−1, and so the condition for aminimumbecomes

( ) ( ) ( )f m f f m¶ - º - + - =f f T a T T b, 0. 10c
3

This condition relates the Lagrangemultiplierμ tof.
For >T Tc, equation (10) has only one solution, i.e. the free energy isminimized by the homogeneous state

f f f= º0 h, fromnowon indicated by the subscript h. For a givenfh, the chemical potential depends linearly
onT: ( ) ( )m f f f= - +T a T T b,h c h h

3 and therefore∂μh/∂T= afh. The corresponding free energy per unit

volume is ( ) ( )f f f= - +f T a T T, b
h

1

2 c h
2

4 h
4 , and the pressure is ( ) ( )f w f m f= - º - + =p T T f, ,h h h h h

( )f f- +a T T b1

2 c h
2 3

4 h
4 , whereωh is the grand potential density.Moreover, the entropy density atfixed

concentration is f= -¶ ¶ = -s f T a
h h 2 h

2 , while the specific heat atfixed concentration is−T∂2fh/∂T2= 0.
These results are illustrated infigures 1 and 2 using thick solid blue lines.

For temperaturesT below the critical temperatureTc, equation (10) can have three solutions and depending
onT andf0 the systemmay phase-separate into regionswith concentrationsf= f+ andf= f−. These
coexisting concentration values are called the binodals and are given by aMaxwell (or double-tangent)
construction on f. This construction results directly from theminimization of [ ]fF atfixedf0 and volumeV
and implies that the chemical potentialsμ= ∂f f and pressures p= −f+ μf in the two phasesf+ andf− are
equal, i.e. that the conditions for thermodynamic equilibriumhold. For the present symmetric potential (3), this
results in the binodals

( ) ( ) ( )f fº =
-

T
a T T

b
. 11b

c

Thesemeet one another and the spinodals at the critical point where ¶ = ¶ = ¶ =f ff ffff f f 0. Fromnowon
the values of quantities at the binodals are indicated by the subscript b. Thus at coexistenceμb= 0 and

( )w= = - = - -f p a T T b4b b b
2

c
2 . These results are illustrated infigures 1 and 2, using thick black lines.

Note that the homogeneous state also exists in the concentration range between the binodals where it is not
the thermodynamically (or globally) stable state.When crossing the binodal, the uniform state initially remains
metastable, i.e. it represents a localminimumof the free energy, before becoming unstable on crossing the
locus of ¶ =ff f 0. The correspondingf values are called the spinodals. For the present f they are
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( )f = -a T T b3s c , i.e. at a givenf0 one finds the temperature at the spinodal = -
f -T T T

b

as c
3

c
0
2

.
Thesemetastable and unstable homogeneous states are illustrated infigures 1 and 2 using blue dashed and
dotted lines, respectively, and the spinodal points aremarked by filled circles.

Owing to the overall concentration constraint, coexisting states can only exist forf−�f0�f+ . So, for any
givenf0, phase coexistence is only possible below

( )f= - -T T
b

a
T , 12b c 0

2
c

i.e. when the line ( )f f=T 0 crosses the binodalfb(T). This condition defines the phase transition temperature
Tb(f) and implies (i) that in the ‘critical’ case (f0= 0),Ts,Tb andTc all coincide andmoreover that the order

parameter ( ) ( )df f f fº - = = -2 a T T

bmax min b
c changes continuously across the (second order) phase

transition, while (ii)Ts< Tb< Tc in the ‘off-critical’ case (f ¹ 00 ). Then, atTb the order parameter δf jumps

by ∣ ∣( ) f=-a T T

b 0
c b (first order phase transition). The resulting representation of the phase transition in the

phase plane spanned byf0 andT and the respective continuous and discontinuous dependence of δf onT are
shown infigure 3.Note that the jump in order parameter is not accompanied by a jump in∂f/∂T
(see figure 2(b)). This indicates that liquid–liquid phase decomposition is an examplewhere the classical
Ehrenfest definition offirst order phase transition fails, while that based on a discontinuity in the order
parameter holds. The corresponding entropy is ( ) fº -¶ ¶ = - = -s f T a T T b a2 2b b

2
c b

2 , while the
specific heat is- ¶ ¶ =T f T a T b22

b
2 2 . Finally,∂μb/∂T= 0.Note that this implies sh> sb as f f<h

2
b
2 . This is

as expected, as in demixing the system reduces its internal energy, paying a trade-off in entropy. As the system is
not isolated, this process is accompanied by a flux of heat through the boundary.

Figure 2.The free energy density f of the homogeneous state (blue lines) and of the phase-separated state (thick black line) as a
function of the temperatureT for (a) the critical densityf0= fc= 0 and (b) an off-critical density (f0= 0.4). Note that f (T)= ω(T)
forf0= 0 orμ= 0. The values at the binodal (Tb) and spinodal (Ts) are indicated byfilled square and circle symbols, respectively.
Linearly unstable andmetastable homogeneous states are indicated by dotted and dashed blue lines, respectively. The part of the
binodal that is not accessible for the chosenf0 is indicated by a black dotted line. Asf0→0, bothTs,Tb→Tc and the blue line
becomes horizontal.

Figure 1. (a)The chemical potentialμ and (b) the free energy density f of the homogeneous state (blue lines) and the phase-separated
state (thick black line) as a function of (scaled)f0, both in the thermodynamic limit atfixedT. The values at the binodals and spinodals
are indicated by thefilled square and circle symbols, respectively. Linearly unstable andmetastable homogeneous states are indicated
by dotted and dashed lines, respectively. Here ( )/f f= º -a T T bref b c .
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3.2. Bifurcations infinite domains—phase separation in 1D
In the previous sectionwe described in a compactmanner thewell-known thermodynamic behavior of a simple
binarymixture close to the critical point for liquid–liquid phase decomposition. These results are valid in the TL,
i.e. in the limit of diverging system size and particle numberwhere themean concentration is the relevant
control parameter, in addition to the temperature. Implicitly it is also assumed that fluctuations have eliminated
all transients, includingmetastable states. However, real systems have afinite domain size andfinite observation
times, and in such systems finite-size effects and transientsmay become important.

Finite systems are often discussed in terms of bifurcation diagrams instead of phase diagrams, following
dynamical systems theory and the theory of pattern formation [4, 5]. Here we discuss the behavior of the Cahn–
Hilliard equation for afinite domain size combining linear stability and bifurcation analyses, and focus on how
theMaxwell construction emerges as the domain size is increased. For simplicity, we presentfirst the case of a 1D
domain beforemoving on to 2D.

In section 3.1 it ismentioned that a homogeneous statef= fh loses stability when∂ff f= 0. The linear
dynamic behaviormay be studied by introducing the ansatz ( · )f f e l= + +t q xexp ih into the kinetic
equation (1). Linearizing in ε gives the dispersion relation

( ) ( ) ( )l k= -+q Q q q q , 13c
2 2 2

i.e. the growth or decay rate of a harmonic perturbation as function of its wave number q = |q|. Here
( )fºQ Qc c h andκ are always positive. In contrast, [ ( ) ]k f kº -¶ = - - +ff+q f a T T b32

c h
2 can be

positive or negative depending on the curvature of the local free energy density. Note thatλ(q) is always real since
equation (1) has gradient form. The systemfirst becomes unstable when =+

+q 02 , which occurs for ¶ff -f 0 ,
corresponding to a long-wave instability. Above the instability threshold, there exists a band of unstable wave
numbers 0< q< q+ with the largestλ at = +q q 2max . The zero crossing at q= q+ corresponds to a steady
state bifurcation from the homogeneous statef= fh.

Fixing the domain size to L selects thewave number p=q n L2L
n , where n= 1, 2, ..., and the zero crossing of

(13) determines the threshold value of fL
n (atfixedT) or ofTLn (atfixedf). Here, we focus on thefirst option and

obtain the thresholds

Figure 3.Panel (a) shows the liquid–liquid demixing phase diagram in the plane spanned by themean concentrationf0 and the
temperatureT. The binodals and spinodals are shownusing thick black and thin dashed red lines, respectively. The one- and two-
phase regions lie above and below the binodal, respectively. The vertical solid, dashed and dotted lines indicate the range of
thermodynamically stable,metastable and unstable homogeneous states for a specific choice offh= f0. The limiting temperatures
for this value offh are indicated by red symbols. Panels (b) and (c) show the dependence of the order parameter δf onT in the case of a
discontinuous transition (f0= 0.4,first order) and a continuous transition (f0= 0, second order), respectively, in the
thermodynamic limit. In (b) the states on the binodal that cannot be realized for the chosenf0 are indicated by a black dotted line.
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that for ¥L all converge tofs. Numerical continuation allows us to determine the emerging branches of
heterogeneous steady states. Themost relevant is that with n= 1whose chemical potential andmean free
energy are shown for several values of L infigure 4, where the TL is also included.

Wenowdiscuss how the character of the bifurcation curves (withf0 as the primary control parameter)
changes when the secondary control parameter consisting of the domain size L is increased: at the smallest L that
allows a heterogeneous state to develop (Lmin= 2πℓwhere ℓ ( )k= -a T Tc ) a pair of supercritical
symmetry-breaking pitchfork bifurcations appears in a codimension-2 bifurcation atf0= 0.With increasing L
these primary bifurcationsmove apart, generating in thef0 range between them an ever longer branch of
heterogeneous states (see e.g. the L/ℓ= 7 case infigure 4) that represent the lowest energy state at thesef0 (see
figure 4(b)). At ℓp= =L L 10ss both pitchfork bifurcations become subcritical8, i.e. the branch of
heterogeneous states emerges towards the linearly stable homogeneous statesf= f0. Close to the bifurcation,
these heterogeneous states are then linearly unstable and of higher energy than the homogeneous state at
identicalf0, as is clearly visible for curves with L/ℓ> 10 infigure 4. These unstable states correspond to
threshold or nucleation solutions that have to be overcome in order to jumpbetween the linearly stable
homogeneous state and the linearly stable heterogeneous states that exist beyond the saddle-node bifurcation at
f= ± fsn where the branch of heterogeneous states turns around and acquires linear stability. Shortly after
turning, the heterogeneous state becomes the global free energyminimum. Typical examples of concentration
profiles can be found in the literature; see e.g.figure 3 of [52] andfigure 2 of [53].

On further increasing L, the primary bifurcation pointsmove further away fromf= 0, ultimately
converging on the spinodalsfs as ¥L . At the same time the saddle-node bifurcationsmove outward and
converge on the binodalsfb. The branch of unstable heterogeneous states becomes longer and ultimately
approaches the states represented by a dashed line that correspond to themetastable states in the TL. These states
represent a branch of critical nuclei for phase separation. Finally, the branch of stable heterogeneous states
between the saddle-nodes at ± fsn becomes increasingly straight and horizontal and converges to theMaxwell
line for ¥L .We emphasize, however, that even in the TL there is no bifurcation between the homogeneous
and the heterogeneous state at the binodal and that the branch of unstable nuclei is an intrinsic part of the overall
picture.

The overallmanner inwhich theMaxwell construction emerges from the bifurcation scenario in the limit of
ever larger domain size is not influenced by the additional branches emerging at fL

n with n> 1, since these
always correspond to states of higher energy than the n= 1 branch andnever connect to it. This is because for
large L the states on the n= 1 branch in a periodic domain consist of a single regionwheref(x)≈fb together
with a second regionwheref(x)≈−fb, with two interfaces between them. For n> 1 the stationary periodic
states consist of a larger number of single phase regionswith a correspondingly larger number of interfaces. Note
that although the n> 1 states never appear as global free energyminima, theymay appear as transients in

Figure 4. (a)The chemical potentialμ and (b) themean free energy density F/L are shown as functions of themean concentration
f0> 0. The corresponding plots forf0< 0 follow from symmetry (see figure 1). Included are the homogeneous state (blue lines) and
the phase-separated state (black line) in the thermodynamic limit, as well as the stable (thin green solid lines) and unstable (thin green
dashed lines) steady inhomogeneous states that bifurcate from the homogeneous state at f =

L
n 1 for various domain sizes L/ℓ= 7, 10,

15, 25, 50, 102, 103. The last is nearly indistinguishable from the thermodynamic limit. Remaining line styles, symbols and definition
offref are as in figure 1.

8
Weakly nonlinear theory along the lines of sections 4.1 and 5.1 of [50] and [51], respectively, gives ⁗ ( )+ ¢¢¢ =f f f 3 02 as the condition

for the transition from a super- to a subcritical primary bifurcation. This allows one to determine the transition concentration
f f= 5ss ref and then Lss= 2π/ kss via ( )f= -k fss

2
ss .
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nonequilibrium time simulations. However, this ‘simplest possible’ picture does not hold in higher dimensions
as discussed below.

Infigure 5(a)wedisplay the value of the order parameter ( )df f fº - 2max min for various states with
f0= 0.4 as the temperature is varied. This is the same asfigure 3(b), but nowwith the heterogeneous states for
various values of L also included.We see that as ¥L these tend to the curves displayed infigure 3(b).
However, we also have a branch of unstable states connecting the two stable branches.

Similarly, one can construct afinite-size equivalent offigure 3(a)—the phase diagram in the TL. First, we
need to definewhat corresponds to thefinite-size equivalents of the spinodal and binodal lines. The equivalent of
the spinodal corresponds to the linear instability threshold of a homogeneous state of afinite system and is given
by equation (14)with n= 1.However, for the binodal lines the question ismore involved as these correspond to
the two coexisting states in the TLwhich is unaffected by interfaces. Since interfaces are an intrinsic part of
(inhomogeneous) states infinite-size systems, thefinite-size equivalent of the binodal needs to be defined as a
property of these states.We use the concentration values where the inhomogeneous state becomes the global
free energyminimum. Figure 5(b) gives the result for two values of the system size. A notable feature is that for
finite systems there exists afinite concentration rangewhere the transition is ‘second order’, together with the
corresponding ‘tricritical points’where the transition becomes ‘first order’. This concentration range increases
with decreasing domain size.

3.3. Bifurcations infinite domains—demixing in 2D
Wenowdiscuss the emergence of the TL for a demixing system in 2D. In contrast to the 1D systemdiscussed in
section 3.2, wemust now include additional periodic structures in the discussion. As a result, the corresponding
bifurcation diagram is richer and the transition to the TL that takes place as the domain size ¥L exhibits
more interesting features. The inhomogeneous steady states that can arise vary considerably and depend on the
domain size, but themost typical ones consist of a circular drop of one phase surrounded by the other or, when
f0 is closer to zero, of slabs (stripes) connected via the periodic boundary conditions.

Figure 6 shows the chemical potentialμ and rescaledmean free energy density fF L a2
ref
2 for cluster (drop or

hole) states as well as for stripe states as a function of themean concentrationf0. Square domains of size L×L
are employed and results for two different values of L are given. The stripe states (green lines infigure 6)
correspond to the 1D states discussed in section 3.2 that are now extended into the second dimension in a
translation-invariantmanner. As a result, they have identical bifurcation curves and identical behavior as

¥L as the 1D states. However, in 2Dnewperturbationmodes are available and therefore their linear
stability properties differ from those in 1D. In particular, the stripe statesmay nowbe unstable to transverse
perturbations (equivalent to the Plateau–Rayleigh instability of liquid ridges on a solid substrate [54, 55]). Here,
this implies that the stripes no longer stabilize at the saddle-node bifurcation at fsn

stripe where the subcritical part
of the branch turns around, as in the 1D case. Instead they become linearly stable at a subsequent secondary
pitchfork bifurcationwhere an unstable branch of transversallymodulated stripes (magenta dashed lines in
figure 6) emerges subcritically from the branch of translation-invariant stripes.

Additionally, on the square domain considered here, onefinds cluster states, consisting of round clusters of
phase 2 in phase 1 (‘drops’, generally forf0< 0) and similar clusters of phase 1 in phase 2 (‘holes’, generally for
f0> 0). These states form a single curve in each bifurcation diagram (red lines infigure 6) and extend between

Figure 5.Panel (a) shows the order parameter ( )df f fº - 2max min as a function of the temperatureT forf0= 0.4 and domain
sizes L/ℓå= 25, 50, 100, 104 (from left to right)where ℓ k=� a . The line styles are as infigure 4. The stable (solid) part of the
green line for L/ℓå= 104 cannot be distinguished by eye from the demixed state in the thermodynamic limit (solid black line). Panel
(b) shows thefinite-size equivalent of the phase diagram in figure 3(a) for the twodomain sizes L/ℓ*= 4, 16 (green and black lines,
respectively). Dashed lines indicate the linear stability threshold (finite-size ‘spinodal’), while solid linesmark the points where the
inhomogeneous state becomes the global energyminimum, if different from the spinodal. This corresponds to afinite-size ‘binodal’.
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the same primary bifurcation points as the stripe states. As for the stripes, at small L the branch emerges
supercritically (not shown)while at larger L the primary bifurcation is subcritical (see, e.g. the case of L= 4Lc in
figures 6(a) and (b)). The branch stabilizes at a subsequent saddle-node bifurcation (at fsn 1

cluster) at which it turns
around, before losing stability again at a secondary pitchfork bifurcationwhere the branch ofmodulated stripes
terminates. This shows that the branch ofmodulated stripes is related to the exchange of stabilities between the
stripe and the cluster branch, namely, it corresponds to critical saddle states that have to be overcome in order to
transition between these two linearly stable states. On further increasing L, the cluster state branch ceases to be
monotonic between the two saddle-node bifurcations at fsn 1

cluster and undergoes a hysteresis bifurcation, at

f0= 0, generating two further saddle-node bifurcations (at fsn 2
cluster, see e.g. the case L= 16Lc infigures 6(c)

and (d)). This process results inmultistability of drop, hole and stripe solutions at small ∣ ∣f0 and in a change in
the type of the lowest energy state with changingf0 as indicated by the thick solid lines in figure 6. Images of such
states can be found, e.g. infigure 2 of [56],figure 2 of [57] andfigures 8 and 10 of [58]. Note that in theμ(f0)
diagram the branch segments between fsn 1

cluster and fsn 2
cluster become almost horizontal near fsn 2

cluster. These

plateaus approach each other as L increases andwe use the quantity ( ( ) ( )m f m f m- - º2sn 2
cluster

sn 2
cluster

sn 2
cluster to

illustrate this tendency—see figure 7.
With increasing domain size L the saddle-node bifurcations at fsn 1

cluster on the cluster branch and the

corresponding bifurcations at fsn
stripe on the stripe branch graduallymove outwards and approach the branch

of homogeneous states at theMaxwell point. The saddle-node bifurcations at fsn 2
cluster on the cluster branch

likewisemove outwards towards larger ∣ ∣f0 . As ¥L they approach ( )f f p= - »¥ 2 1 0.571sn 2 b , a
prediction that follows from the sharp interface limit9. During this process the two plateaus inμ become longer
and their difference in chemical potential, m mD º 2 sn 2

cluster, decreases as L−1. The convergence of fsn
stripe,

fsn 1
cluster and fsn 2

cluster aswell as theway allμsn approach zerowith increasing L is illustrated in the log–log plots

offigure 7. Therewe see that msn 1
cluster decreases as L−2/3.

Figure 6.Bifurcation diagrams of steady states of the Cahn–Hilliard equation in 2D. The various colors indicate different states as
given in the legend. Thefirst and second row show (a), (c) the chemical potentialμ and (b), (d) the rescaledmean free energy density

fF L a2
ref
2 as a function of themean concentrationf0 for square domains of size L×Lwith L= 4Lc and L= 16Lc, respectively,

where Lc= 2π. Linearly stable (unstable) states are indicated by thin solid (dashed) lines. The thick solid lines denote the states of
minimum free energy at each value off0.

9
In the sharp interface limit we assume that regions of f f= b andf= −fb are separated by a sharp interface. On a domain L×L, a

circular cluster of radiusR offb in a background of−fb can exist for 0�R�L/2, i.e. up tof0/fb= [πR2−(L2−πR2)]/L2=
π/2−1.
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Note that the stripe state (parallel slabs of the two coexisting phases) is the state of lowest free energy state in a
region centeredonf0= 0,while for larger ∣ ∣f0 the cluster state has the lowest free energy (seefigures 6(b) and (d)).
The sharp interface limit indicates that in the limit ¥L the stripe state [cluster state] represents theminimum
energy state provided ∣ ∣f f p< - »2 1 0.3630 b [ ∣ ∣ ]f f p> > -1 2 10 b

10. The values of f f- ¥
sn sn also

decrease as power laws as ¥L , apparently in the samemanner asμsn, as revealed infigure 7(b).
In this sectionwe have seen that close to the primary bifurcation the emerging curves of 2D inhomogeneous

states behavemuch like in the 1D case.However, in the region aroundf0= 0 the behavior differs strongly as
more states are accessible to the system in 2D, resulting in a different convergence pathway to theMaxwell line:
severalμ plateaus develop that converge to the single horizontal line of theMaxwell construction only in the TL.
However, different regions on this line continue to represent different states.

4. Crystallization

4.1. Phase behavior
As in section 3.1 for liquid–liquid demixing, wefirst review the crystallization phase behavior described by the
free energy (6).Minimizing F[f] at fixedmean densityf0 gives

( ) ( )f f f m+ + D + =r q , 152 2 3

whereμ represents the chemical potential that determines themean value of the order parameterf0, here
defined as òf f= -V xd

V0
1 , whereV is the volume of the domain.

The liquid state is homogeneous and the corresponding spatially uniform solution of equation (15) exists for
allf0: givenμ,f0 solves ( )f f m+ + =r q4

0 0
3 .When f+ =r 3 00

2 this state becomes linearly unstable to

perturbations withwave number q, i.e. the spinodal is given by f = -r 3s , and the critical point is at
(rc,fc)= (0, 0) (maximumof the red dashed line infigure 8). In the r range directly below the critical point, the
crystallization phase transition is predicted by the PFCmodel to be of second order. The transition is offirst
order only below the 1D tricritical point situated at ( ) ( )f = -r , 9 38, 3 38tri tri [20]. Since freezing is in
reality afirst order transition [59], the PFCmodel is not correct for r> rtri. This is a consequence of the
approximationsmade in deriving themodel [38].

At (rtri,ftri) the binodals emerge (black solid lines infigure 8) that limit the coexistence region and specify the
densities fb

li and fb
cr of the liquid and crystalline states that coexist at a given undercooling r, i.e. the states with

the same chemical potential and pressure (i.e. the same grand potential density). The binodals can either be
calculated for particular spatial periods orwavelengths of the crystalline structure or for an infinite domain. In
the latter case, thewavelength of the crystalline state is that whichminimizes the free energy. The binodals in
figure 8 are calculated atfixed structural length corresponding to the critical wave number Lc= 2π/q. Note that
in the followingwe always use q= 1, i.e. Lc= 2π. The results of the two approaches cannot in general be

Figure 7.Domain-size dependence of various characteristic quantities showing how theMaxwell construction comes into being as L
increases. The log–log plots indicate that (a) the chemical potentials at the saddle-node bifurcations m m,sn 1

cluster
sn 2
cluster and msn

stripe, and (b)
the corresponding differences in concentrations f f- ¥

sn 2
cluster

sn 2, f f-sn 1
cluster

b and f f-sn
stripe

b approach zero in the formof power
laws as ¥L (see legend) and describe how the three overlappingμ plateaus corresponding to drop, hole and stripe states approach
one another to form a singleMaxwell line in the limit.

10
In the sharp interface limit, the interface energy of a stripe state in a L×L domain is∼2L, independently off0. For the circular cluster

state the interface energy is∼2πRwhere the radiusR depends onf0. Averaging the density for a fully decomposed statewithf= ± fb one
obtainsf0/fb= πr2−(1−πr2)where r= R/L. This gives ( )f f p= +R L 1 20 b , implying that the interface energy of the cluster
state is lower than that of the stripe state when ( )p f f + <1 2 10 b , i.e. when ∣ ∣f f p> -2 10 b .
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distinguishedon scales such as that used infigure 8. As for theCahn–Hilliard equation, the binodal lines are
determinedusing numerical path continuation as done for the 1Dcase in [20]:first, we identify the coexisting
values of the densities fb

li and fb
cr at someparticular undercooling r.We then continue these values as a function

of r.
Figure 9 shows the chemical potentialμ and themean free energy density F/L of the 1D liquid and the space-

filling crystalline states at fixed r as a function off0 using, respectively, blue and black lines11. Equation (15) also
possesses solutions corresponding tofinite size portions of crystal that coexist with a liquid background. These
crystallite ‘localized states’ are present in the coexistence region (and slightly outside) and are discussed in greater
detail in [20] (see their figures 3 and 5 for typical solution profiles). These states exhibit the phenomenon of
slanted snaking [13, 61, 62] but take the formof standard homoclinic snakingwhen the order parameterf0 is
plotted as a function of the chemical potential, a property that is expected to carry over to othermodels with a
conserved order parameter. See the conclusion of [20, 26] for further discussion. Note that figure 9 highlights the
states representing global energyminima using thick line segments, an approach also taken for other systems
showingmultiple steady states, as done, e.g. in [14] for various buckling states.

In 2D the phase diagramof the PFC system ismuch richer (see figure 10 of [20]). In addition to the uniform
or liquid state, the PFCmodel now exhibits stripe-like states, and two distinct periodic states with hexagonal
coordination, one of which consists of densitymaxima on a hexagonal lattice (referred to as bumps, i.e. the
crystal state) and the otherwith similarly arranged densityminima (referred to as holes). As a result, the system

Figure 8.Phase diagramof the PFCmodel in the plane spanned by themean concentrationf0 and the undercooling r on (a) one-
dimensional (1D) and (b) two-dimensional (2D) domains. Shown are the spinodal line (dotted line), where the liquid state becomes
linearly unstable, and the binodal lines (solid lines) indicating the liquid (outer solid lines) and crystalline (inner solid lines) states that
coexist atfixed r. In the 2D case, only the binodals for the transition from liquid (solid line on the left) to hexagonal (solid line on the
right) crystal are shown.

Figure 9.Bifurcation diagram for the 1DPFC system in a domain of size L= 16Lc showing crystallites (spatially localized states)with
even (red line) and odd (green line)numbers of bumps, the liquid (homogeneous) state (blue line) and the crystalline (periodic) state
(black line). Linearly stable and unstable states are indicated by solid and dashed lines, respectively. All are characterized by (a) their
chemical potentialμ and (b) their relativemean free energy density (F − F0)/Lwhere F0= F[f0]. Globalminima (determined from
(b), for details see inset) are indicated by thick line segments.When connected up, the globalminima corresponding to localized states
that lie on a curve with piecewise constant slope: a zigzag curve. ThewidthΔμ of this zigzag region is indicated in (a) by a pair of
horizontal lines.

11
Similar diagrams for varying r atfixedf0 for a related PFCmodel can be found in [60].
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may exhibit phase coexistence between the uniform state and the bump state, between the bump state and
stripes, between stripes and holes and between holes and the uniform state. Here, we only consider the first
scenario arising from thermodynamic coexistence between the liquid (homogeneous) state and the crystalline
(bump) state, and the spatially localized structures associatedwith this coexistence. Figure 8(b) shows the
corresponding part of the phase diagram,with the spinodal line indicating the onset of linear stability of the
liquid state and the binodals specifying the coexisting liquid and hexagonal crystal states at a given r. As in 1D, the
coexistence region is associatedwith the presence of 2D localized crystallites.

In the next two sections we show that the localized states present in both 1D and 2D are intimately related to
the emergence of theMaxwell construction in the TL for the liquid to crystal phase transition. The results
represent a thirdway inwhich theMaxwell construction is approached as ¥L . In both cases, 1D and 2D,we
use the values of the chemical potential at coexistence as reference values.

4.2. Bifurcations infinite domains: crystallization in 1D
The properties of the liquid (homogeneous) and crystalline (periodic) bump states and of the localized structures
associatedwith their coexistence are summarized infigure 9 in terms of a bifurcation diagram for a relatively
small domain of L= 16Lc. Thefigure shows (a) the chemical potentialμ and (b) the relativemean free energy
density (F–F0)/Lwhere F0= F[f0] as a function off0, for r= −0.9. Thin solid and dashed lines are employed
for linearly stable and unstable states, respectively. Thefigure also indicates, using thick solid lines, the
thermodynamically stable state for each value of themean concentrationf0, i.e. the global free energy
minimum. These states are identified infigure 9(b). For alternative representations using the normor grand
potential as order parameters and typical solution profiles, see [20].

Figure 9 shows that the periodic (ordomain-filling crystalline) state (black line)bifurcates in thedirectionof
decreasing stability of the uniform statef= f0 (blue line), i.e. supercritically. This crystalline state loses stability at
small amplitude to apair of spatially localized structures (red andgreen lines) resembling crystalline states offinite
length embedded in the backgrounduniform liquid state. These states are distinguishedby their behavior at x= 0,
i.e. at the center of the pattern,with the states in redhaving amaximumatx= 0 and those inbluehaving a
minimumat x= 0, andboth exhibit snaking. This behavior in turn implies thepresence of interconnecting
branches (resembling rungs on a ladder)of unstable asymmetric structures that are computed in [20]butnot shown
here. Thefigure indicates the linear stability properties of each state shown,with thin solid lines indicating linearly
stable states (or local free energyminima) and thindashed lines indicating unstable states.Note that the localized
states coexistwith the stable uniform state, a possibility that only arises because ofmass conservation [63], and that
they represent the global free energyminimumover a large part of their rangeof existence (figure 9(b)). The inset of
figure 9(b) indicates that the transitionbetween successive globalminimaoccurs via swallow-tail-like structures.

Figure 9(a) shows that the localized states corresponding to global free energyminima are clusteredwithin a
band ofwidthΔμ≈0.031 08within the snaking region, until superseded by the periodic state at largef0.
Figure 10(a) displays only these global free energyminima for various domain sizes L. Connecting adjacent
branches of suchminima generates a zigzag curve, andfigure 10(a) shows such zigzag curves for eight different
domain sizes ranging from L= 6Lc to 512Lc.We see that the slopes of the slanted segments of the curves are all
the same and independent of the domain size L. However, the length of these segments decreases with increasing
L leading to a corresponding increase in the numberN(L) of slanted segments. Figure 10(b) shows that the
resulting stability intervalΔμ follows, with excellent accuracy, the power lawΔμ∼aLbwith exponent b∼−1.
This exponent is consistent with the observation that the slope of the slanted portions of the curve is
independent of L andmoreover that the number of oscillations in each snaking curve is proportional to L. The
latter is in turn a consequence of the fact that each oscillation in the curve results in the addition of the same
wavelength on either side of the localized state as the structure grows.

We conclude that in the limit ¥L the stability interval shrinks to zero and conjecture that in the limit the
resulting curve is nowhere differentiable.We also confirm that the location of the limiting chemical potential
corresponds precisely to theMaxwell construction for these parameter values. Thus, from this point of view the
Maxwell construction involves a continuumof localized structures, all coexisting at the same value of the
chemical potentialμ.

4.3. Bifurcations infinite domains: crystallization in 2D
Wenext consider the case of two-dimensional domains focusing on the transition between a liquid state and a
hexagonal crystalline state. For this purpose we use hexagonal domainswith specific side lengths as physical
domains �. As explained in section 2.3, numerical continuation is then applied on a domain �num that
corresponds to one twelfth of � with appropriate boundary conditions reflecting the symmetries of the states
considered. Employing other domain shapes and boundary conditions corresponding to different symmetries
can affect aspects of the results. For instance, a ‘wrong’domain shape can rule out the existence of the periodic
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hexagonal state andbifurcationsmaybecome imperfect.However, if the domain is sufficiently large one alwaysfinds
the snakingbranches of hexagonal patches discussed belowas long as these are small compared to thedomain.The
only part of the bifurcation structure that is affected by thedomain corresponds to the transition from the crystalline
patch state to a periodic crystalline state, and reflects the interactionof the patcheswith the boundary. For hexagonal
domains of different side lengthsLh,figure 11displays the correspondingbifurcationdiagramsof steady
homogeneous, periodic and localized states for r= −0.9. Examples of localized stateswithhexagonal coordination
are presented infigure 12.Atfirst sight, the diagrams infigure 11,which are in termsof the chemical potential and the
free energydensity, have a similar appearance to those for the 1Dcase displayed infigure 9.However, they differ in
several significant aspects: following the stable homogeneous state in thedirectionof increasingdensity,we see that
this time it becomesunstable in a subcritical pitchforkbifurcationwhere a solutionbranchof defect-free domain-
filling hexagonal patterns emerges (blackdashed curve). Abranchof nearly rotationally invariant localized target-like
solutions (dark greendashed curve) emerges from this branch at very small amplitude, even though the domaindoes
not have this symmetry (seefigure 12(a)). The target-like structure grows in radius along thebranch, althoughonly
part of it is shown infigure 11.Althoughnominally axisymmetric the target structures do in fact reflect the symmetry
of thedomainwhich is responsible for the presence of a very slightD6 deformationof this state.

The branch of localized hexagonal patches (red curve) bifurcates in a tertiary steady-state bifurcation from
the target pattern branch. The bifurcation is aD6-equivariant pitchfork bifurcation and so breaks the (nominal)
axisymmetry of the target state. However, the above-mentioned slightD6 deformation of the target structures
makes the bifurcation slightly imperfect as can be ascertained from continuation runswith a smaller stepsize.

The states presented infigure 12 (with the exception of the first profile) all lie on this latter emerging branch
and show that as one follows the branch the hexagonal patch gradually increases in size. This process occurs via
the addition of new bumps at preferred locations along each side and is followed by the addition of further
bumps on either side until each row is complete. Thefirst two profiles in the second row show some of the
intermediate states on the branch segment extending from a 4 bumps-on-a-side patch to a 5 bumps-on-a-side
patch.Hexagonal patches in the nonconserved Swift–Hohenberg equation grow in the samemanner [64]. The
appearance of each new cell is associatedwith a fold in the snaking branch, i.e. as the patch increases in size the
density of the branches in the bifurcation diagram increases.

Inspection offigures 11(a) and (c) shows that the localized hexagonal patches corresponding to global
minima of the free energy (figures 11(b) and (d)) are again confined to a zigzag curve straddling theMaxwell
point for the unbounded system. These zigzag curves are shown infigure 13 for =L L4h c

h, L6 c
h, L8 c

h and L16 c
h

and showbehavior that is, in principle, similar to that infigure 10(b). However, the resulting structure ismore
rugged and irregular, and thewidthΔμhas to be carefully defined as the individual inclined straight segments
are not all centered about the coexistence value.We therefore determine themaximumandminimumμ value
for each inclined segment and average them to obtain m̄max and m̄min, thereby obtaining ¯ ¯m m mD º -max min.
Figure 14(b) shows the resultingwidths of the region of thermodynamically stable patchesΔμ as a function of

Figure 10. (a)As infigure 9(a) but only showing the zigzag curves, i.e. the globalminima of the free energy, for domain sizes from
L= 6Lc to 512Lc with Lc= 2π, as given in the legend. The horizontal red line limited by the binodal values fb

li to the left and fb
cr to the

right indicates the chemical potential at coexistence, i.e. theMaxwell construction, as obtained in section 4.1 (seefigure 8(a)). As L
increases, the oscillation period and thewidthΔμ of the zigzag curve both decrease. The leftmost peakwhere the homogeneous state
first loses stability to localized states likewise decreases significantly. The corresponding peak on the right where the localized states
reach the periodic state is very sensitive to numerical precision. For L= 512Lc only part of the curve is calculated—its structure is
visible in the inset. Panel (b) gives the correspondingwidthsΔμ of the zigzag region as a function of the domain length L showing that
Δμ∼Lbwith b≈−1, as expected from the fact that the slope of the slanted portions of the curve is independent of L and the number
of oscillations is proportional to L. Thefit neglects the smallest values for Lwhere the slopes vary toomuch for the above argument to
apply.
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the domain size Lh. Based on the following estimate, we expect the dependence to follow the power law
mD ~ -L 2. To complete a hexagon side of length NLc

h the bifurcation curve passes through +N 1

2
(rounded to an

integer) folds. To create thewhole hexagonal patch starting from a single central peak takes

Figure 11.Bifurcation diagrams of steady states of the PFC equation in 2D for hexagonal domains of side length Lh with (a), (b)
=L L4h c

h and (c), (d) =L L8h c
h, where p=L 4 3c

h . Different colors indicate different states, as given in the legend. (a), (c)The
chemical potentialμ and (b), (d) the relativemean free energy density (F−F0)/Awhere /=A L3 2 3 h

2, both as a function of the
mean concentrationf0. Globalminima (determined frompanels (b) and (d)) are indicated by thick line segments. In each case the
widthΔμ of the resulting zigzag region is indicated by a pair of horizontal lines. Typical profiles for =L L8h c

h are shown infigure 12.

Figure 12.Typical density profiles of localized states on a hexagonal domain of side length =L L8h c
h (see the bifurcation diagrams in

figures 11(c) and (d)). In the first rowwe show a single target state and three localized hexagonal patch solutionswith completely filled
rows. The parameters from left to right areμ= −0.3566,f0= −0.6475;μ= −0.3319,f0= −0.6330;μ= −0.4601,
f0= −0.7024 andμ= −0.3397,f0= −0.5920. The second row shows localized states where an additional row is developing
through intermediate states. The final picture gives a nearly domain-filling hexagonal pattern. From left to right, the parameters are
μ= −0.4010,f0= −0.6277;μ= −0.4053,f0= −0.6133;μ= −0.3414,f0= −0.5561 andμ= −0.4952,f0= −0.4916.
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( )+ + + + + + + + + + » ++ + N1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 ... 3N N1

2

1

2
folds. In terms of the side length, the

number of folds is proportional to +L L4h
2

h. Next, we note that the number of zigzag segments that correspond
to a globalminimum for a givenf0 is proportional to the number of folds and assume that their slope is constant.
Then,Δμ is inversely proportional to the number of folds, i.e. ( )mD ~ + -L L4h

2
h

1. Therefore, for sufficiently
large domains one expects tofind the power law mD ~ -Lh

2. However, in our calculations for the hexagonal
patches we are only able to go to amaximum side length of L32 c

h. Despite this limitation the observed
dependence ofΔμ on L is well described by the full expression derive above, as illustrated in figure 14(b).

To strengthen our argument that the different scaling behaviors can be attributed to the fully 2Dnature of
the hexagonal patches, we consider stripe-like arrangements of hexagonally ordered bumps. See [64, 65] for an
analysis of similar states in the case of the standard nonconserved Swift–Hohenberg equation.Wefind that these
exhibit scaling behavior that is identical to that of truly 1D structures. Figures 15 and 16 show the corresponding
(f0,μ) bifurcation diagrams, the associated zigzag curves and the scaling ofΔμ. These plots are computed for
domains of size Lx×Lywith p= =L L 4 3y y

c and different values of Lx. Note that as in the 1D case there are
two branches of localized states: onewith an odd number of rows of bumps (green lines infigures 15(a) and (b),
profiles infigure 15(c)) and onewith an even number (red lines infigures 15(a) and (b), profiles infigure 15(d)).

These results show that quasi-1D localized structures behave in amanner that is very similar to strictly 1D
structures; the approach to theMaxwell construction in the limit ¥Lx is therefore also similar although,
naturally, the coexistence value of the chemical potential that is approached corresponds to the 2DMaxwell line
for hexagonal crystal-liquid coexistence and not the 1DMaxwell line for stripe-liquid coexistence. In particular,
we expect that in this case the resultingMaxwell curve consists of identical linear segments of vanishing length

Figure 13.As infigures 11(a) and (c) but showing the zigzag curves consisting only of the globalminima of the free energy density, for
hexagonal patches in domains with =L L4h c

h to L16 c
h as given in the legend. As Lh increases the length of the sloped segments and the

widthΔμ of the zigzag curves both decrease. The curve for L16 c
h ends once boundary effects complicate the calculation. The

horizontal red line indicates theMaxwell construction, as obtained in section 4.1 (seefigure 8(b)).

Figure 14.ThewidthΔμ of the zigzag line for (a) localized 1D stripes, localized 2Dhexagonal fronts and (b) localized 2Dhexagonal
patches as a function of the domain size (L and Lh, respectively)with line styles as given in the legend. The circles indicate theΔμ
values extracted from the zigzag lines infigures 10, 13 and 16while the dashed lines show (a) the power lawfitsΔμ(L)= aLb and (b)
the fit ( ) ( )mD = + + -L a L L d4b c

h h h
1 with the parameters a, b, c, d provided in the legends.Only thefilled circles are used to generate

the fits.
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Figure 15. (a), (b)Bifurcation diagrams for 2Dhexagonal fronts in a domain of size Lx×Ly showing the chemical potentialμ as a
function of themean concentrationf0 for =L Ly y

c and (a) =L L8x x
c, (b) =L L32x x

c with p=L 4x
c . Shown are snaking branches of

both odd and even hexagonal fronts aswell as the uniform state and the hexagonal crystal. The horizontal lines indicate the interval
Δμ inμwhere the various localized states correspond to global energyminima:Δμ= 0.023 252 in (a) andΔμ= 0.005 812 in (b).
The four subpanels in (c) and (d) show selected profiles of the 2Dhexagonal front solutions when =L L8x x

c along the snaking branch
with an odd (green branch in (a), (b)) and an even (red branch in (a), (b))number of rows, respectively. To provide a clearer indication
of the structurewe show the profiles on an =L L2y y

c domain. Subpanels in (c) correspond to, from top to bottom,μ= −0.5057,
f0= −0.7077;μ= −0.5002,f0= −0.6718;μ= −0.4766,f0= −0.6226 andμ= −0.4782,f0= −0.5905, while those in (d)
correspond toμ= −0.4478,f0= −0.6877;μ= −0.4631,f0= −0.6637;μ= −0.4430,f0= −0.6160 andμ= −0.4678,
f0= −0.5996.

Figure 16.As infigures 15(a), (b) but showing the zigzag curves consisting of globalminima of the free energy density only, for various
strip lengths Lx from L3 x

c to L128 x
c as given in the legend. The horizontal red line indicates theMaxwell construction as obtained in

section 4.1. The slight offset between this and the zigzag curves for larger strip lengths is due to unavoidable numerical discretization
errors.
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and is likewise nowhere differentiable. However, the case of fully 2Dhexagonal structures is different (figure 13),
since there the zigzag segments have different lengths, although all appear once again to have the same slope.
This distribution of lengths reflects the different effects on the chemical potential of adding bumps in themiddle
of a face (if the face has an even number of bumps) or two bumps on either side of themiddle (if it has an odd
number of bumps) and then of adding further bumps at the remaining sites along each face. These differences
from the quasi-1D case imply that the zigzag structure does not repeat as one traverses the zigzag curve fromone
end to the other, a fact that is responsible for the departure of the exponent b from its 1D value b= −1.

Note, finally, that the inset infigure 16 reveals that the zigzag curves for L64 x
c and L128 x

c are both slightly off
the exact coexistence value ofμ indicated by the red horizontal line.We believe that this results from the
resolution of the spatial grid that cannot be sufficiently refined for full convergence. This effect is also visible in
the curve for =L L16h c

h infigure 13.Despite this,Δμ still follows a clear power law (figure 14(a)).

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have revisited theMaxwell construction that predicts the location of afirst order phase
transition in thermodynamic systems atfinite temperature. Ourwork sheds new light on the process whereby a
finite size system approaches the TL.

We have considered two basicmeanfieldmodels, a phase separationmodel described by theCahn–Hilliard
equation and the PFCmodel or conserved Swift–Hohenberg equation that describes the process of
crystallization from amelt. The former case is simpler since the two phases involved are both uniform. As a result
any departure from the TL arises from the presence of interfaces whose contribution to the free energy vanishes
in this limit. Despite this well-knownproperty our analysis sheds new light on the TL: for example, in 2D it
shows that theMaxwell construction (whichwe recover) involves different states (stripe and cluster states)
depending on themean concentrationf0 (see figure 6). In particular, infinite size domains, however large, the
minimumenergy state does not have the same spatial structure for all values off0.

The secondmodel, thePFCmodel, reveals additional complexity. In1D,finite systems are characterizedbya large
numberof spatially localized states lyingonapair of intertwinedbranches that straddle theMaxwell point between the
homogeneous (liquid)phase and theperiodic (crystalline)phase.As innonconserved systems these states gain and lose
linear stability at successive folds along these snakingbranches, and in af0(μ)plot these folds are located at particular
valuesμ± of the chemical potential (m m m< <- +

Maxwell ), i.e. the folds are aligned [20]. This behavior is independent
of thedomain lengthLonceL is large enough, provided the localized structures remain localized, anddonotfill the
wholedomain (figure 9).However,what doesdependonL is thenumberof available stateswhich increases in
proportion toL generatingmore andmoreoscillations across theMaxwell point. In addition, the interval inμ,Δμ,
withinwhich these states correspond to the global free energyminimumdecreases to zero, to goodaccuracy, asL−1.
This is because theminimumenergy state jumpsdiscontinuously to longer and longer localized structures asf0
increases andeachof these states remains a globalminimumfor the sameμ intervalΔμ. In the limit ¥L one
thereforefinds that theMaxwell line consists of adense set of transitionsbetweendifferent and successively longer
localized states. Thus in this case, too, theMaxwell line corresponds to a successionofdistinct states (figure 10).

In 2D the PFCmodel is evenmore interesting since the cluster states now typically consist of hexagonal
patches. In af0(μ) plot these patches snake in the sameway as in nonconserved systems [20], implying that they
growby adding a bump in themiddle of each interface followed by the addition of bumps on either side of these
first bumps until a new and larger patch has been created. Because of this gradual increase in area the growth
process does not repeat in a periodicmanner, with the number of back and forth oscillations across theMaxwell
line increasingwithf0. Here too the intervalΔμwithinwhich each patch corresponds tominimum free energy
is well defined and it too decreases to zero as the domain area grows. For hexagonal domainswefind that
mD ~ -Lh

2, where Lh is the domain scale (figure 14). As in the 1D case in the limit ¥L we recover the
Maxwell construction, with theMaxwell line consisting of a dense set of transitions between distinct hexagonal
patches (figure 13).We have argued that the different scaling exponent, b∼−2, is a consequence of the 2D
nature of the patches since a similar analysis of hexagonal stripes, i.e. localized regions of hexagonswith only one
extended direction, exhibit the sameΔμ scaling as the strictly 1Dproblem.

Both of themeanfieldmodels we have considered can be derived as local (gradient expansion)
approximations of density functional theory (DFT) [19, 38, 66, 67]. Formally, DFT is derived by averaging over
all states of the system, i.e. including all thermal fluctuation effects. However, since in practice onemustmake an
approximation for the free energy functional, themeanfieldmodels do not include the full contribution of
thermalfluctuations. However, since at least some fluctuation contributions are already included and averaged
over, one should not add additional fluctuating terms. Instead, to obtain a quantitativelymore accurate theory,
one should employ better approximations for the free energy functional. This would result in quantitatively
different results, but the qualitative behavior regarding the emergence of theMaxwell constructionwould likely
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remain unchanged.With thesemeanfieldmodels complete bifurcation diagrams can be determined including
the unstable andmetastable states that computer simulations are normally unable to capture. To see how the full
spectrumoffluctuations amends the picture onewould need to pair our approachwith large scale computer
simulations, as done in the context of partially wetting droplets on solid substrates in [68].

Finally, we discuss another limitation of our study.We have considered finite size systemswith ideal
boundaries, i.e. periodic orNeumann boundaries (for an extensive discussion of their relation see [69]). The
latter do not influence the phase behavior at the boundaries, but only break the translation invariance of an
infinite system. An interesting question for futurework concerns the role played by rigid boundaries in the
approach to the TL. In the case ofmixtures thesemay represent preferential adsorption of one component or a
changed interaction between components at a boundary [70]. Such boundariesmay result in a very rich surface
phase behavior (see e.g. figure 6 in [71] for a phase diagram, figures 3–14 in [53] for bifurcation diagrams and 1D
concentration profiles, and [58] for 2D results). Incorporating such boundaries into the present studywillmost
likely add a new level of complexity to some aspects of the bifurcation diagrams, allowing one to investigate the
interplay between different bulk (liquid-gas, demixing, crystallization) and surface (wetting, pre-wetting, surface
freezing, pre-melting) phase transitions infinite systems and the corresponding transition towards the TL.
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